Imex StethoDop™
Vascular Doppler

Turn your Stethoscope into a Doppler

Your most familiar diagnostic tool just got better. Now Nicolet offers something truly unique for your stethoscope – a 1.5 ounce quick-connect Doppler. The StethoDop is a convenient, lightweight, powerful and versatile vascular Doppler. It easily twists on and off most bell-style stethoscopes in seconds. Most importantly, it’s designed to not interfere with the normal operation of your stethoscope.

Compact Convenience

The ingenious StethoDop provides many benefits previously available only in larger Doppler systems, including clear signals, high-quality audio and a sensitive, easy-to-use 5 MHz transducer. The pre-angled, wide beam crystals cover a large area, allowing for faster vessel location. Simply align the StethoDop probe face flat along the desired vessel, press the instant “on” button and listen to something new.

StethoDop - Peripheral Vascular Screening and Monitoring
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Powerful Diagnostic Aid

Use the StethoDop to quickly and easily listen to blood flow throughout the peripheral vascular system.

- Obtain systolic blood pressures even with weak pulses.
- Perform fast ABI (ankle/brachial index) exams to screen for peripheral arterial disease.
- Evaluate blood flow to wound sites.
- Quickly screen for lower extremity vascular conditions.
- Use as an aid to catheter insertion and to determine vessel patency.

Now sensitive blood flow detection is available in high ambient noise environments, including emergency vehicles, aircraft, trauma centers and other high-traffic areas.

System Configurations
- StethoDop ....................................................... SD50
- StethoDop with cardiology-style stethoscope ................. SD52

Accessories
- Stethoscope, Cardiology style............................. SS10
- Accessory Pack (battery/non-chill ring/speaker coupler) ........ A600
- Carrying Pouch ................................................ A410

Technical Specifications
- Weight ........................................ 45 grams (1.5 oz)
- Dimensions ........ 6.25x3.75x2.5 cm. (2.5x1.4x1 in)
- Battery Type ................................................ 3 each, 3 VDC lithium-type 1/3N cells
- Warranty ............. 1 year parts and labor against manufacture defects

For more information, please contact your Nicolet Distributor or call 877-842-7970, 303-431-9400 (Int'l) or fax 303-431-0429
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